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FLOCK Specialty Finance Champions RMAI 2021 Annual Conference with Gold Sponsorship 

 
March 26, 2021 (Sacramento, CA) – A little over a year ago, just before the COVID-19 pandemic hit, 
more than 1,300 attendees enjoyed meeting, greeting, and making and building connections at the 
Receivables Management Association International (RMAI) 2020 Annual Conference. RMAI is back with 
its 2021 Annual Conference due in large part to the generous gold sponsorship of FLOCK Specialty 
Finance. 
 
With the vaccine rollout progressing and established health and safety precautions in place, RMAI 
presents the 2021 Annual Conference, April 12-15, at the Aria Resort & Casino, Las Vegas. The hybrid 
event offers both virtual and in-person attendance options. 
 
“We are most grateful for the support of Michael Flock and FLOCK Specialty Finance,” stated RMAI 
Executive Director, Jan Stieger. “We have missed the face-to-face interaction with colleagues that spurs 
innovation and inspiration and look forward to presenting a safe gathering next month. For the eighth 
consecutive year, FLOCK’s gold sponsorship is providing critical support for our event as well as our 
ongoing state and federal advocacy.” 
 
Chairman and CEO of FLOCK Specialty Finance, Michael Flock, will speak on the “Current Issues in 
Receivables Management” on Thursday morning of the Annual Conference.  
 
 

### 
 
About RMAI 
Receivables Management Association International (RMAI) is a nonprofit trade association representing 
more than 550 companies that purchase or support the purchase of performing and nonperforming 
receivables on the secondary market. The RMAI Receivables Management Certification Program and 
Code of Ethics set the global standard within the receivables industry due to the rigorous uniform 
standards of best practice which focus on protecting consumers. More information about RMAI is 
available at www.rmaintl.org. 
 
RMAI’s 2021 Annual Conference brings together stakeholders in the receivables management industry—
welcoming attendees and exhibitors, presenting highly-respected educational programming, and 
numerous networking opportunities with key participants, including debt buying companies, collection 
law firms, collection agencies, brokers, vendors, major creditors, and international members. 
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About FLOCK Specialty Finance 
FLOCK Specialty Finance is dedicated to alternative funding in a variety of specialty finance segments. 
FLOCK’s mission is to provide clients with capital and expertise for the purchase of both charged off debt 
portfolios as well as for the financing of subprime consumer obligations. FLOCK believes its funding is 
“More Than a Transaction.” FLOCK’s proprietary financing structure provides growth-minded clients 
with a competitive advantage in multiple asset classes. Founded in 2007, FLOCK Specialty Finance is 
headquartered in Atlanta, GA. 
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http://www.flockfinance.com/

